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JICA SA AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY HR DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME IN JAPAN 09 – 23 SEPTEMBER 2016
A bilateral Ministerial agreement between South Africa and Japan led to an economic study that was
conducted by both countries to identify areas of co-oporation.
The study revealed that there could be activities of
mutual benefit in the:
• Automotive Suppliers Industry
• Mineral Beneficiation
• Agro Processing
In the area of automotive suppliers, there was a
strong focus towards issues of supplier development
and competitiveness improvement. In order to
increase the competitiveness of the South African
automotive suppliers, developing the skill capacity
of the SA automotive industry and its relative
supporting authorities through training was
imperative.
It is for this reason that 12 South African
automotive industry personnel from the AIDC
and component Suppliers were sent to Japan for
training.

Training in Japan
The objective was to:
• Obtain skills and knowledge of Kaizen and utilise
these practically in companies.
• Give an insight to benchmarking standards and
procedures.
• Challenge and open minds to creative thinking and
innovation.
• Create new visions for the South African
automotive industry that would enable future
planning with clear goals.
During this tour a number of industries were visited
by the 12 delegates where best practices were
showcased to them by each hosting facility during
plant tours.

After the training was complete the delegates were certified in Completion of knowledge co-creation programme in automotive
industry human resource development – Awarded by JICA, Sept 2016
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STATELINE PRESSED METAL (PTY) LTD ADOPTS LEAN
MANUFACTURING PRINCIPLES
Over the past 35 years SPM has become a successful manufacturer and supplier of stamped body
components to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) for the assembling of vehicles. SPM also
manufactures and supplies parts and accessories to the South African motor industry aftermarket.
During 2013, SPM established a footprint in Durban by acquiring Technique Manufacturing Corporation
CC (TMC) located in Pinetown, Durban. TMC supplies small components and sub-assemblies to both
automotive and non-automotive customers.
In June 2005 the company expanded its manufacturing base in Port Elizabeth after acquiring and
recommissioning the GMSA Kempston road press – facility.

Adopting Lean Manufacturing principles.
The factory has been using some Lean improvement
techniques to improve the productivity, deliver
and quality of the factory for the past few years.
The Automotive Industry Development Centre
Eastern Cape (AIDC EC) first interaction with SPM
started mid 2016 through the Automotive Supply
Chain Competitive Initiative (ASCCI) project, which
allowed SPM with the assistance of AIDC EC to
implement basic Lean and TPM principles. SPM
recognized the need to reduce cost even further to
ensure they remained competitive against emerging
market competition.
Why implement Total Productive
Maintenance?
The introduction of TPM was seen as a long term
solution for the company which would allow losses
in the business to be identified and eliminated. This
would allow them to achieve a production cost for a
typical press shop operation.
On February 3rd 2017, the press shop at SPM was
introduced to TPM, the enthusiasm from the shop
floor team members was incredible as they seemed
thrilled to have the opportunity to take ownership
of their equipment and thrive to sustain Lean
principles within the business.

In an interview with Mark Gilbert, CEO of
SPM, this is what he had to say,
Q: Why did SPM decide to join the TPM
program?
A: As an organisation we took a decision to do
everything possible to improve ourselves, our
equipment and the way we do business with the
end goal of becoming a world class manufacturer.
SPM took some time out to reflect on its strengths
and weaknesses and came to realise that we have
a tremendously experienced, versatile and dynamic
management team that is capable of navigating a
shuttle to the moon and back. We also came to
realise that in order to remain a competitor we
need to focus on finer details of UPTIME hence
decided to engage in a TPM programme with a
professional service provider to show us the way
ensuring that we only implement and apply good
habits. SPM is privately owned and proudly so and
as we don’t have a national treasury to fall back
onto to fund upgrades and improvements to remain
competitive we have to bat a little smarter and
make use of more cost effective methods to ensure
that our equipment condition remains maintained
and repeatably consistent, hence the integration into
a TPM programme.
Q: What is the current feel on the shop floor
with regards to TPM?				
A: There is an exciting vibe haling from the factory
right now, the guys are starting to see what positive
outcomes there are and can be from applying the
rules of 5S. I personally am realising an aesthetically
pleasing turnaround in the plant and a daily
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follow-up on equipment maintenance schedules
has suddenly taken centre stage and this I know is
automatically going to result in better UPTIME.
Q: How important is it for SPM to remain
competitive in the market?		
A: This is absolutely important to the ownership
of SPM as we currently employ in excess of
190 people and we would like to employ more
and ensure these employees families can enjoy
an income for many years to come. SPM also
finds itself in an era where South Africa is on a
tremendous drive towards localisation hence we
need to better ourselves to ensure that we adapt
to the ways of WCM. We strive to become one of
SA’s biggest Private and Locally owned component
manufacturers

Step 0 and 1 initial cleaning.

A statement from Bianca Ehlers: AIDC EC
TPM Facilitator:
I would like to take this
opportunity to welcome SPM
to the TPM cluster, may their
journey be fruitful and always
have that positive reaction to
change, for the growth and
sustainability of core values lies
within innovation.

The SPM Team.
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SJM FLEX SA RELAUNCHES TPM THROUGHOUT PLANT
With the successes of the TPM programme in a model area over the past few years SJM Flex SA embarked
on a full plant re-launch of the TPM programme from Step 0. Plant Manager Craig Ehlers “The TPM
programme having achieved ‘Step 3 AM’ in a model area is a success story in its own. The challenge now is
to ensure a smooth roll-out of Horizontal Deployment. This having its own challenges with 95% of the
work force not trained nor skilled in the TPM disciplines.
SJM Management approached the full work force and explained the need for TPM based on the success
and through this started the full plant TPM programme at ‘Step 0 AM’ with the support and assistance of
trained teams to drive and ensure TPM sustainability. To quote the Managing Director Deon Jouert, “SJM SA
will roll-out the TPM programme at all costs based on its successes” The TPM kicked-off with management
signing the TPM pledge followed by all employees of SJM being trained on Step 0 Autonomous Maintenance
and 5s, the foundation of TPM.

The employees had a 30 minute class room training
session and 30 minute practical on the shop floor.
During the cleaning and inspection exercise on the
shop floor the employee’s highlighted abnormalities
and unnecessary items in their areas through the
red tag system.
All employees are encouraged to sustain the activity
through daily tagging and communication with
maintenance to close out all abnormalities raised.
The Business Unit Leaders and management is
looking at solutions to standardise the areas through
floor demarcation, labelling, storage for tools and
equipment used in the various areas.
Each Business Unit has identified a TPM team where
each person is responsible for a certain TPM activity
i.e. Following up on tags raised and closed, reviewing
OEE results and downtime, identifying Kaizen’s
from the data on the activity boards and ideas from
employees.

TPM kick-off announcement with employees by the Plant
Manager Craig Ehlers and MD Deon Joubert.

Part of the training session which took place on the shop floor.

Unnecessary items and tools found on the shop floor tagged and
placed in the red tag area.
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SOUTH AFRICAN KAIZEN CHAMPION CROWNED
Auto Industrial Machining was named Kaizen Champion at The National Kaizen Competition and Awards
function hosted by the Automotive Industry Development Centre at the Dolphins Leap Conference Centre
in Port Elizabeth. (8 March 2017).
In the presence of manufacturers across sectors
and international manufacturing experts, the
Johannesburg based company, involved in the
machining and assembly of chassis and drive train
components to clients including OEMs, claimed the
top award for their winning Kaizen, a Japanese word
meaning “change for the better”.
Natstan Wire was first runner up and the
second runner up award was shared by Omnia
Fertilizer and SJM Flex SA, for achieving significant
improvement in manufacturing measured by Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), the key component
of which is machine downtime.
Other entrants were, Tenneco Emission Control,
Lumotech, Air Liquide, Continental ContiTech,
Fry’s Metal, Auto Industrial Foundry and Steel Best
Manufacturing.
A total annual saving of R9 393 756.69 was reported
from the eleven participating companies.
Multiple JIPM global award winner Rakesh Atre
Vice President of Munjal Showa and Lean Institute
Africa’s, Professor Norman Faull addressed 60
participants at the function and judged presentations
made by each of the eleven companies, together
with NMMU Industrial Engineering lecturer
Mieshkah Dolley Ryneveld.
Atre, inspired automotive production and
manufacturing managers with practical examples
of how making factory machines lean can decimate
costs and radically boost productivity.
“Manufacturing machines in-house was logical given
that companies have daily design feedback from the
workers that use those machines and the immediacy
of repairs by in house staff which ensured repair
response time was a fraction of imported machines.’’
he said,
Faull said a Kaizen approach would be useful in
every company that had staff.

The representative from Auto Industrial Machining receives the
award from AIDC EC’s Hoosain Mahomed

“The TPM approach, which promotes enquiry
to solve problems, invites us into a process of
development and growth.”
The Kaizen methodology typifies how leadership in
South African business can improve conversations in
the workplace, he said.
Kaizen is a business philosophy or system that is
based on making positive changes on a regular basis,
by asking questions, to improve productivity.
As a wholly owned agency of the Eastern Cape
Development Centre, the AIDC EC introduced TPM
into the South African Automotive Industry as one
of a basket of services provided to assist Eastern
Cape manufacturers.
Similarly, the AIDC office in Gauteng (owned by
Gauteng Provincial Government) offers the TPM
programme to Gauteng based companies.
AIDC EC MD Hoosain Mahomed said the principles
of lean manufacturing and TPM were applicable
across all manufacturing sectors.
As a result the TPM Programme initiated, now
represented “one of the longest serving clusters
pertaining to the field.’’
Mahomed said TPM had become an “essential and
highly effective methodology for South African
manufacturers to deal with rising costs.”
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Above: all entrants (11 Companies) from across South Africa were awarded certicates at the Kaizen
Awards Function. Below: attendees at the awards function.

ENQUIRIES
For information on the TPM programme and
the TPM Club SA contact:
Bianca Ehlers:
behlers@aidcec.co.za
041 393 2100
for Eastern & Western Cape regions
Rickus Lubbe:
rlubbe@aidc.co.za
012 564 5255 for Gauteng region
or view www.tpmclubsa.co.za

For updates and resources on TPM go to:
www.tpmclubsa.co.za or
www.aidcec.co.za

